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/PREFACE

AThis report -is one of set that is being written as part of Abe'

Associ ates' broader sttdy of the National Institute of Edu.,. cataon's Research

and Development Utilization (RDU) 2Eogram. The report has a relatively

narrow focus: the protefis by which pools of prgbducts (referred to in this_
.

report as the "knowle e e") were to serve.'clients! needs, the
.

typ ed, of,productqgthat were i uded for dissemination, and the types that

were Chosen by sites. Other reports w analyze other aspects of the program:

the problem-solving process that schoo erwent in selecting a product to

meet 'their needs, the management of th projects and the linkage systems

that were establkshed, the training and supg t of the. linking agents, the

role of NYE in designing and monitoring the 'U program, and the iipacts of

the'RDUprogram at the site' level. '
.

The RDU Program.

In June of 1976, the National Institute of Education (NIEf established

the Research and Development Utilizatron program as a new drssemination oc--

eefort to help schools clarify and solve local problegis. The RDU program

....

emphasized a.researdi-based, rational approach to ocal school improvement

.thsough the use of 0:dot ing, validated products of ederally funded research

and development activities. This program was designed to achieve three

I '

major objectives;
.

to help schools alleviate specific, locally defined problems
in the areas of basic skills and 'career education;

to help school and community personnel learn about the
products of educational research and devetbpment: and

to increase untierstanding 5)4 how the local program improvement
process can be better managed and become more effective.

.

The RDU prog rAm is unusual among federally funded dissemination strate-

gies because it is equally concerned with the di/;semination'and use of R&D
.

products 4nd with the development of local organizational capabilities to

Solve problets. Other federal programs have tended to concentrate on either

product dissemioation or local capacity building.

2
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projects, each of which czoydinated a network of organizations and.indivi-

The RDU Strategy

The core of the RDU approach II to provide each Participating site with

assistance in following the sequence of activities listed below;

identification of a problem or set of problems;

to examination of alternative solttions to the prOblem, focusing
particUlarly on the products of educatioaal R&D,'

selection of a specific solution considered to be appropriate
to alleviate the problem;

..'implementation of the solution; 'and,

Evaluation ax
problem-solvin

7

The service delivery7stem of the RDU pr 4ram operated through seven

incorporation of both the iolution_pd thd-
.

process.

duals invqlved'in the proves

.listricts. As a whole, t

over 300 schools or school districts over a-three-year pexiod (1976-1979).

"linking agent" (in many cases, former teachers'or school administrators),

assigned by the project, coordinated the aprvices provided to the local

schools and school districts and helped ,guide the lace' school personnel in a

school improvement process. Each project supported two or more linkers,, but

their roles varied among projects: Most3operated out of an intermediate

service agency, on a.state education'agency,,and each served a specific set

of local schools or school disthcts, The range of a possible roles_

included facilitating the decision-making process by clarifying goals and

providing leadership, and mediating among autonomous and sometimes competing

organizations who se resources 'and services needed to_le coordinated.. The
)

seven projects were regionally distributeanal involved the following:

The Northwest Reading-Consortium (Ngg), under the coverall direction of
the Washington State Education Agency, OpCrated as a,coneortium of four -

states in the Northwest; Washington, greg.04, Alaska, and Idaho. The'prcject

built upon thp existing Right to Read program in the 'tour states. (The -Right

to Read Program is a nationwide program sponsored.by the U.S. Office of

Education to eliminate functional illiteracy.) The fiorthwe.st Regional;

Educational Laboratorywas also an affiliate, providing training to peo3ect
staff and support in the development of a pool of R&D: products.

n of services and information to local school

;en projects operated in 29.staies and served

11.
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The Georgia State Department of Education operated a project which
provided funds and service:3%o all participating school districts located in
three Cooperative Educational Service Areas. The emphasis of the RDU project

in Georgia was on building local school district capacities in the early
stages of planning and program seleCtion. The implementation phase of the

problem-solving model was subsequently carried out with federal funds avail-
able through the state department of education under Title IV-C of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act and with other state funds.

'Itt-Pennsylvania Department of Education developed and coordinated

a school improvement proces which involved the participation and.resources

of several organizations: search for Better Schools (a regional education

lab), Research and Informati n Services for Education a state-wide informa-

tion and dissemination servic ), the teaming.. Research and Development Center
at the University of Pittsburgh, and, the state's Intermediate Units. The

project'S problem-solving mod 1, Which was developed by the participating

resource agencies, involved merous defined steps, including a series of
formal training sessions in roblem solving at the school sites.

The National Education As °elation (NEA) operated its project in collabora-

.tion-with the state education genies and corresponding state education
associations in 12 states: Alabama, California, Iowa, Massachusetts, Michigan;
Minnesota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Washington, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.
In contrast to the other RDU projects, this project focused exclusively on
the improvement of teacher insexvice education. Services were provided by

two linking agents in each state who trained local staff.

The Flotida Department of Education served as prime contractor in a
linkage system which also involved the state universities (especially Florida
State and the University of Plorida), and eight of the state's Teacher

Education Centers ('rgCs). An important feature of this project is that
training in group problem-solving techniques was provided not only to the
linking agent ,(one of whom wag located in each TEC), but also to selected

local school'staff. The school site facilitators, with'ehe help of the

linking agents, were responsible for leadi.ht9e staff at their sites

through the entire problem-solving process.,

The Carder Education Dissemination Project of the Michigan Department of
Education was designed to help local sites meet the requirements of state
carer education legislation passed in 1974. One of. the project's major
objectives was to develd0 a permanent dissemination and diffusion'system in

.)\

career education. Because of this emphasis on permanence, the project
attempted to work with existing structures and personnel in the state's
Intermediate School Districts rather than build new ores. The primary

Strategy was to provide direct training and piograimmatic funds to coordinators

who.4ere staff gembers at local' sites? '

.
.' a,
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The NETWORK, a non-profit research and service organization in Andover,
Mass. coordinated a consortium of ilgenciep,in six states: in Minnesota, the

agency involved was a teacher center associated with a univerkity; in Washing-

ton, a-local school district; in California, a regional education laboratory
sponsored by N1E; in Kansas, an indePendent state-wide education diffusion
organization; in Connecticut, a cooperatL '(e service agency, supported by
local school districts; and in Massachusetts, a division of The NETWORK

itself. This project was formed mainly'toeimprove the utilization of R&D
products in reading in selected local schools. The linking Agents provided

assistance to the local sites, while a considerable amount of 'technical
assistance and support was provided to the Linking agents by the project

office.in Andover.

Some common features ran throughout the seven projects and in the

structure Dg support services provided to local school,

the operation'a a project headguanters to coorBinate the
servicessupplied to schools;

the development and administration of a knowledge base
composed of educational research and development products;

. the development Of training and technical assistance
components to serve the project's,linking agents and/or
school' staff; and \

-i, the development of project evaluation and research activities'
to facilitate lOcal self-evaluation by the school sites.

4"

The Study of the RDU Program

qoyember 1977 AbtAssodiates Tric.,a social science research firm

based An Cambridge, Massachysetts, was contracted to conduct a study of the

RDU Oiogram. The study addresses six major issues:

how relationships are managed between various agencies which
have tie expertise and resources to help local schools solve
problems;

ktp what degree an intervention program uch as RDU can 'help

schools overcome barriers to successful roblem solving

(such as limited access-to information ordil.ack of planning,
skills, etc.); ,

to what degree khe products of educational R&Tarerelevant
to the problems and contests of local schools;

/ what the impact is of the products of educational R&D once

they heve been adopted and implemented;

what factors contribute to.%hefnstitutionalization of the
RDU approach within a varietrof,organizati ns; and

how linking agents coordinate thp flow of e terns' resources

to schools, and whether this helPe the sc ols solve problems.

it
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All-of the seven projedts have completed the federally supported service

delivery plan of their activities. However, the research efforts by Abt

Associates will continue unit early in

from the activities and outcomes "of thef1
cations for the design .and operation of

1981. The lessons that can be learned

program will'have important

dissemination programs in education,

as well as for the design and management of future federal, state, and local

efforts to improvechools.

We would like to acknowledge the assistance of our colleagues on,the

RDU study, who have provided us with insightst data, and Moral support.

These incaudel ,Sheila Rosenblum, Kent Chabotar, Diane Kell, Greg Spencer,'

4 Jim Molitor, and Thea Moskat. Earlier drafts of this report also benefited
o ,

frod, comments made by Nancy Ames, Robert Dentler, and Sam D. Sieber. NIB

staff members, including our 14oject officer, 1phn Egermeier, Michael Kane,

Ward Mason, dnd Nakda Bagenstos, also contributed to improvements in both our

interpretations and writing. Special thanks go to Thea Moskat and Mary-Ellen

Perry for efiir unfailing attention to the details orproducing and editing

this report.
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CHAPTtll I

INTRO,DUCTION

The RZU Program
.

,

The R&D Utilization (RIM) program was designed by.NIE as an *action/
I,'

. research" program, aimed primarily at improving local school practices.
'1 . . .

.

Improved practice was supposed to result from a number of initiative's,

including:

.
the application of R&D products or ideas to school

problems;

r.

the. development of a problem-solving process, whereby,
schOois would systematically identiy,such problems
and select and implement new ideas; and

the organizati,on of a linkage system', whereby national,

state,'and other externals resources would be made
available to school personnel.

This multifaceted approach was an "action" program in that actual changes,

were attempted in a variety of schools; in the end, over 300 schools nor

school districts participated in the program, organized according to seven

project awards: four were made to state departments of education (Flori4a,

Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Georgia), two were made to organizations represent-

ing agencies across the country the National Education Association, and a

non-profit educational, ckganization, The NETWORK), and one wasImAde to a

regional consortium administered by the state of Washington (Northwest

Reading Consbrtiumr-NRC). The approach was a "research" program in that the

ensuing activities were exceptionally well-documented by the projects them-

selves and have been the subject of subsequent study 63, an independent

contractor, Abt Associates inc. (see Chabotar and Kell, 1978; and Louis et

al., 1979). ,

The three initiatives mentioned above were maintained in the organization

of each of the seven projects. The present report focuses on'only-the first

of these three initiatives to determin'e how difterent,types of educational

products or ideas were selected and adopted by schools. The o ther two

initiatives, involving the problem-solving process and linkage systems,

will be treated in separate reports, and the final'report'will integrate h.

the findings from all three initiatives.*

* These reports will be completed during 1980 and 1981.

k
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The Role'of the RDU Program within the Broader NI! Mandate

'he use of.Aew ideas to address local school problems was a part of the
,

RDu.program that was well-suited to NIE's broader mission (Raisin, 1979):

'The Iristitute...will have principal responsibility for dissemi-
.

nation of the results of 'research...111he Institute should also
seek to stimulate the demand of state and local ageficies fors
educational improvementand to strengthen their capacity for.-

implementingtested in
A

ovations: (House Report 92-554, 1971)

Thus, in designing the RDU program, one of.NIE 's aims was to show that exist-
,

La products and ideas in education could, in fact, be useful to sch ls.

The design,of the RDU prog am underwent many modifications and much re-
I

view before it was finally described in a Request for Proposals (RFP) (see

Corwin, forthcomir4,1980). The RFP was issued in 1976, and it requested

Interested parties to propose action projects,,each of which would enlist'

a large number of local schools to test the existing products oideas in

actual practice. 'Although there was not necessarily clear consensus among

NIE staff regarding the detailedprdorities for the RDU program (see Corwin,
4

forthcoming, 1980), the RFP did nevertheless represent the official solici-

tationto which bidders responded. Thus, it is important to note how the

RFP defined the.use to be madeof educbtionaldeproducts or ideas. First, the

major stated purpose was to support projects that would:

...help to meet (the NI! requirement of helping to solve educe-
tionil problems in schools) by providing services to schools to

Implement and use existing research and development outcomes.
(Emphasis added./ (NIE, 1975':11

.

Similarly,,the solicitation gave four criteria, for assessing the long=.5brm

effects of the RDU program,and all were related to the use of educational

products, or "outcomes."* Acceptable effects were defined as:

p an increase in knowledge (by educational,
peponnel) of the "nature and utility 'O; R&D

.
outcomes";

.
an increase In the anumbdt of formal assessments
of thepotential of specific R&D outcomes for.
local use;

an increase in,"instances where R&D outcomes or
appcoprikate aapiations are implemented success- .

fully"; or

e' a reduction of
the successful
or appropriate
(NIE, 1975:1)

"local problems as a result of
impleMentation of R&D outcomes
adaptations to meet"locel n4Sds.6.

The terms 'products,* "idea,' and "outcome' are used synonkil3Usly in this

report.

2
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A

The Uge Of Educational Products-in the RDU Program
-

Aspri4inally planned,' this report was intended to examine, the degree to

whicth tschools adopted and implemented existing educational products as a

4.

result of their involveMent in the RDU,

examine the question tl-adoptions, it

gram. However, as we began to

ame clear that this simple statement,,
4

of the issue to be 'examined. ignored enormous efforts made to define what was
1 .

.an,..elig:!ble prbdubt, boWbythe seven projects an'd at t)ie school level. ,

. V

N

s
i

yhus,.this report will not examine tht implementation probe, nor will
4 /

IX discus% the outcomes of product'implementetion by schools. These issues
.

.

will. be discussed in our final report,. Prelimanry results 'are also pre-
* .

. ,
sented .n Louis, (1980).

'

..

4." ' .% .

. .The RFP provided'Only fimated guidance for deteipining a product's
.

An existing R&D product was assumed by the coelginal RFP to
.

include "curricula, pQZts, skills, programs, insprumeqt, teaching and

management methods an4,techniques, and the like" (NIL 1975:2). At first

glanFe, such products appear not to be especially different froeihosel

emanating from whia, Lindblom and Cohen (1979) call "ordinary" knowledge. "

1r ... a s

However, the-My went flIrther.", stipulated that acceptable products had to

mt.sfy two criteriateviden
.

ffective ess and evidence of transport-,

aeLiity fr-omone site to anotheir /E, 1975:12). The RFP., howpv/r, did not

,PrOVidqe.any liuidance concerning the wais'in which a project could test -for

..--"`".*&-

. .. these criteria.The rojects could, for instance, assume such evidence

41
{

existed if a produojf,gpme from an acceptable source (e.g., the NrE catalog of

pro ductS, 1975)) or the projects could develop their own review or validation

procedure. Whatever method was used, the lapk of specificity led to varia-

tions.in project procedur s that will be a ssed in'Chapter II.

Thus) throighout"the early portions of the RDU program, a great deal
4

of attention was given-to the developmentki a Cnowledge base that contained

acceptable products and the pro9ess by which each school ultimately ;elected

ct for adqption. )A knowledge base, which refers to a specific col-

of educational products, was developed for each of the-seven RDU

to serve the needs.bf the 'schools or school districts wit hin the

By design, the seven kn,pwlOge bases covered different curriculum,

a produ,

. lection

Rrojects
project.

. 4

*.What constituted an acceptable product changed somewhat during the life

'of the RDU prograik This' is discussed in' greater detail on page 22.

1
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topics, reflecting the priorltie's of each project. Thus, basic skips
a

(reading and math) were the dom inant topics covered by the knoWledge bases

in Florida, NRC, Pephsylvania, and The NETWORK: The Georgia' knowledge base

covered these topics but also included career education and112.txict-levei
r

.planning; the Michigan project focused mainly on career education; and the

NEA prolettrfocused mainly on inservice training (whict;'in turf: covered a

large variety of specific curriculum topics).

Because. the RFP required that knowledge - base.products be validated, a

major issue for each of the projects had to do.with'a product's acceptability
. .

by evaluative standSrds And the desire to have schools adopt only products

that had been previously validated through empirical testing. Thus, the .

f
original intent was to assure someAuallty contiol over the new ideas that

would be implemented within any given school. Our analysis, however, suggests

--that-many schools were eventually presented with numerous nonvalidated

products for adoption,.including.the following examples:

Two project& (Georgia and Michigan)vprovided assistance on
a curriculum topic--career education -in which the bulk of

the existing products'had not been validated. Asa result,
only 2Q percent of one project's producte(Michigat) were
were believed to have been validated. Similarly, orle,Of-

5 the most popplar Products -in Georgia ("It 'Works");\which

helped a hopl to develop a management system for ateer

-educat -Jr; .- .-not_a_validated product.
1. _

One o: Y.rojects (Georgia) also provided assistance on

as AstrIct management topic-:-planning--in which most of .the

. , available products wecb also nonvalidated.

in two other piojeots (Florida and NRC), individual schools
were reported to have Avted products that had notbeen
validated. -

1n another project (NEA)Itthe major topic of assistance- -
inservice training -- covered so many curriculum areas that

little attention could be given to whether the identified
products had previously been validated. Basedon later
analysis by the project'i staff, many had not been. J

'In only iwo projectd (Pennsylvania arld The NETWORK). did it
appear that schools had adopted validated products bone.

*
4

14 4
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In summary, the knowledge, and products beihg offered to schools had not

necessarily passed through an empirically validated screening process. The

products might, however, have served other school needs, including genuine
.

improvements in school practice.* The point of this report is to show that,

regardless of'these effects, much effort was expended on the problem of.

"what to adopt, and yet a mixed pattern of adoptions occurred. In the

remainder of this r eport, which is based on data collected ,through field

interviews in the fall of 1978 and spring of 1979, as well as on the analysis

of project documents, we analyze how the Plojects and schools dealt with

the adoption problem. The following chapters focus on two major activities_

'that affected eventual adoption patterns: the development of the know/edge

base (Chapter II), and the matching of available products to an individual

schoOl's needs (Chapter. III). These chapters attempt to indicate the dif-

.

ficulties encountered in identifying and screening acceptable pioducts.

The final chapter (IV) discusses the research and policy implicAiohs

of these#findings. .

* The actual implementation effects will be repotted in the final report,

which.integrates all the different aspects of the RAU pragram.

. r
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' CHAPTER II

("VsOPERATiNGTUE KNOWLEDGE BASE

The first critical activinv conducted by each of the
. r r o

was the organization of the knowledge base. This chapter

scrib esk 1) the organizational structure of. the seven knowledge bases. 2) the

procedures whprekyexisting educational products were acquired for the knowl-

edge base, botelnitiall.yend on a continuing basist and 3) the results of
.., N\

these.procedures.in terms-of different types of products.

Organizational Structure of the Knowledge Base
.

4 11.

Each of the seven,proj ectb that was awarded a contract had a distinct
4 5'

str:icture, althonghieach projIct basically followed the same product,

process, and linkage system blueprint. t(See Louis, et al., forthcoming.)

Because of tAe,structural variations, however,-timilat project functions

were not 'performed by the same type of agency tor were the functions per-
.

seven RDU'projects

of the report de-

formed in:exactli.th
.r

e same way, a diversity that was desired in the origi-

nal RFP (NIE, 1975:6).

I.

c

Staffing Patte d' Level Of Effort. T khe nowledge bases of the

seven projects were locat d in different types of agencies, were staffed

by different taVes of indi iduals, and operated under different levelg

of effort.. :11151e of the Plo cts (Thl!ilETwORK, Georgia, and the NEA)

operated their knowledge bases with their own staffs, within the projept's

host organita4tion. The other four had contracts with an independent lab or

______angazu.Zat-.or17.Cr with an intermediate service agency, for the operition of _

their knowledge base, but one of these (Michigan) also conducted significant
*

in-house fanctions.

p.

.

The itSffipq,and level of effort varied among the knowledge bases (see

Table 1). 'staffing ranged from 1.5 full -fime equivalents (FY 1978) at The

NETWORK t..,0,ihree full-time equivalents in Pennsylvania, and total expendi-.

tures for operating the girwledge base (thrdugh FY 1979) varied from about

$40,000.in Michigan to-$230,000 in the NRC. This variation may be explained

by tw o factors. Firlt, the knowledge base staffs were formed at different

* Staff kn,the,Michigan RDU project office searched for, acquired, and did
a preliminary review oft products. These tentatively acceptable products

were themsent to a subcontractor -?The Kalamazoo Valley Intermediate
Service District--where they were abstracted, evaluated, and reviewed
for bias..

. ;
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Table

Staffing and Level of 2ffort foetach Project's Knowledge Befse
.

;

Project
(Location)

.

Developer of
Knowledge Base
(Location)

Date Knowledge
Base Staff

. Began

Size of Knowledge
Base Staff, FY 1978

(I of FTEs)

Total Knowledge
Base .Expendituces

Through FY 1979

($000)

Florida

(TalAhasee)

Pennsylvania
(Harrisburg)

NRC

(Beath')
. ,

Options for R&D
(Tallahassee)

Research & tnfor-
itibn Services
for Education

(RISE)
Whiladelphia)

%Northwest Regional
Educational Lab
(Portland, OR)

9/76

76

6/76
,

.

-

2.5

3fq

1

.

.2,

2

1.5

.

2

,

_

..

,

1

.

. .

.

..,--

.

,

,

_

112.2

125.3

-.

231.8

37.5

'

NA

NA

_..

NA

.

lid

Si

/ -1'14

.

.

A4ichigan
(Rast,Iansing)

.

Georgia I

(Atlanta)

The NETWORK
(Andover, W)Mh

NBA .

(4ashingtone.
DC)

.

Kalamazoo varley'
Idtermediate
School District,
and in-house ,

in-house

q
: in-house .

lb

in -house ,

.

_

_11/77

-fr %

11/77

4

6/76

11/76'

.

NA - not available (knowledge base expenditures cannot be distinguished Irbm other
project expenditures)

17
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times; all were not assembled at the same time thai the RDU projects were

established. ig n, for example, awarded a- contract to the Kalamazoo

Valley ISD o assist,in the development of the knowledge baseih Septe;ber

1977, 15 mon s after, the Michigan projedt was funded (June MO. The

Georgia knowledge base also recruited ita first staff member late, in January

1977.' The expenditures for these knowledge bases from their start through

fisca.1)year 4979, thetefore, were less than those for the prOjectsOat had

begun earlier.'

Second, some dowledge-base staffs performed more functionstnan others.

The knowledge-base staffs for, the Michigan, NETWORK, and NEA pro) cts, for

example, spent All their effort on the search for, review of, M acquisition

of RAD products. The others (Florida, Georgia, Pennsylvania, and the NRC),

however, divided their time, wrong several functions -- administration, training.

techrucal assistance, research and evaluation--as well as on building the

knowledge base. The knowledge-base staffs that performed these additional

functions--functions that were performed by staff of other project components

t s.

in the other three projects -- generally wee larger and had more funds.

Trtviduals with varying skills and backgrounds make up the knowledge-

base 3taits. All had at least one person with specific prior experience
-

in developing educational curricula. This person usually assumed the major

.

fresponsibillty for:
%

gathering products.rilevant to sites' needs;
7

Assisting sites in the selection of a product;
and

assuring the fidelity of the knowledge-base
operations to overall program objectives.

Other persons on the knowledge-base staffs inclUded teacher assistants and
54"4

. describers in the NEA, bottwof whom were responsible for writing brief de-

scriptions of the products in the khowledge base,* and a consultant/evalu-

ator in Michigan, Who had'ple responsibility for evaluatiiltthe usefulness
or

and assessing the validity of each product that was considered for inclusion

in the knowledge base.

Y

* The product descriptions in most projects were no longer than one page.
In the case ofthe NEA, however, the tescriptions were eight pages long.-

8

.)
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.Three types of documents were prodUced by the knowledge base staffs,

either for use by the staff and the linking agents* or for distribution to

the sites (Table 2). 11 1. projects had a complete list of the products

in the knowledge base. Florida, NBC, Georgia, and the NEA developed written

syntheses of the products by content area or ey the instructional strategy

used, and all projects wrote brief individual descriptions of each product

in the knowledge base. These documents were intendedwto assist the knowl-

edge -base staff, the linking agents, and the sites in selecting a product

appropriate to sites' needs. (An example of a product description is shown

in Figure I.)

Contents of the Knowledge Base. Each RDU project emphasized specific

problem areas and acquired R&D products relevant to sites' needs in those

areas. In its solicitation, NIE said it wanted to give,special attention

to two areas, basic skills and career education. However, these sugges-

tions were. not intended to restrict offerors. XS Long as an area could be

----showrr-%to-be-ot-btgh--prtor-i-t-y-to-local-and_state_oLficisls anrdas/rDrq as

a 'useful range of R&D resources (was) available in that problem area,"

,NIE, 1975:8) projects were permitted to address any substantive area they

chose.
.

With the exception of the NEA project, all projects chose one or both

of the problem areas proposed by NIE. Five projects chose to focus on

problems in basic skills. Of these five, the NRC.and The NETWORK limited

themselves to reading; Pennsylvania and Florida chose to emphasize reading

and mathematics; and Georgia chose to focus_on_problemz in reading, mathe-

matics, artecareer education. The Michigan project decided to emphasize only

products in career educitioni and the NEA project proposed inservice educa-

tion as its problem area.

As the knowledge-base staff began to communicate with the sites about

their specific problems and needs, the content area of some of the kpowledge

bases broadened. The Georgia project, for. example, expanded its knowledge

base tynclude products on district-level planning. The NEA also expanded

its knoAledge base. Inservice products in special educationr, early child-
.

* The RV program had various personnel, called iiniting agents, whose

explicit tasks were to coordinate the services provided to local sites,
guide local'school personnel through the school improstement process,
and Eaciliate communications between local staff and the projects.

9 414
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Table 2

Documents Produced by the Knowledge Bases, by Project

4

Projects

DOCUMENT , .

,Maintains Cow
of

Actual-Product

Complete List
of Products in
Knowledge Base

Product

Descriptions

.

Syntheses
of

Product Topics

Pforida

Pennsylvania

NRC

Michigan .

Georgia

The NETWORK
.

.
4

x

x

x

x -

x

x

x

.

x

x
.

x

x

x

x

x
..

(

.

'

x

.

x: .

x

x

. .

x

x

x

x

x

.

x ,

/

(

hr
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hood education, and multicultural education were added to those inservice

products on ioptici; that had initi9.1y been deemed relevant to the sites'

needs.* A
8/4

The number of produCts in the,knowledge base ranged from 42 -(The NETWORK)

to 615 (NEA) Except ,for the NEA projectolhowever, no knowledge base oon-

. Wiled more than 15d prOducts (see Table 3). The produCib in the knowledge-
,

rt

bases were directed to administrators and teachers, in elementary and secondary

schools, and to linking agents.** More products, were available fOrl elemen-
44.

,tary teachers and students, however; than were available for-t4ose in. second-
.

ary schools; similarly, more products were directed to teachers than to

admitnistrators. In subsequent interviews, the project personnel indicated

that .he paucity of secondary school products was a major shortcoming among

the available R&D products.
C

Acquisition of Products for the Knowledge Base

The'preceding section described the general organization, curriculum
.

content, and size of the "ven knowledge bases. The point of the discus-

sion has been'to suggest he extensive efforts made by the seven projects

to develop an appropriate nowledge 16ase. The key step that determinedlthe

%toitents of the knowledge base, hovwver, had to do with the procedures for

acquiring specific educitional products that were,to beart of it. Eactl

project developed different procedures, and these are of critical impor-

tancip in understanding the ultimate degro which each knowledge bas

-actually contained acceptable produCts.

Search Procedure. In looking for products forothe knowledge basetc...2"
project initially examined a.variety of sources. These sources included:

- -

* The NEA prpject benefited from a ,pilot effort that had been completed
before the ROU program began.- However,.the pilot effort was too Tor-

s,

row, and NEA's knowledge base eventually included inservice products
on 14 topics. These included: assessing student growth, career educe-
tion,,plassroom management, early childhood education, English language
arts, individualized instruction, mathematics, motivation, multi-
Cultural education, reading, science, social studies, special education,
and teaeling strategies.

NEA project was the major exception. Because the NEA is a profes:
sional organization whose membership consists primarily of teachers,
the products in the NEA's knowledge base were limited. to teachers.

4
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a Table 3

Number of Knowledge Base Products in various CurriculumiAreaa, by Project, Spring 1979

Knowledge
Base .

.

. CURRICULUM AREA
J

Total

Products
in Knowl-
edge Base

Basic Skills
Career
Education

Insyrvice
Education

District-Level
.Planning Other,Reading Math

.

Florida

Pennsylvania

NRC

.

.

Michigan

-Georgia

The NETWORK
.

NIA.

68
k

94

S9

-

.

49 .

42

21`

18

-.

,

-

25

-

.-

-'

-

150

22

.-

-

4

,

.

-

4
.

,

-
. '

-

-

-.

. 615*

-

-

-

-
.

0

-
.

-

.

.

.

1

,

3

7

-

-

.11%.

-

.
.

, 92

123

59

150

11'5

4Z

615

'

t

:

.,I

* The 615 inservice products inclUded 30 on assessing student growth, 15 on
career education, 40 on classroom management, 20 on early childhood

--education, 30 on English language arts, 65 on individualized instruction,
55.on mathematics, 70 on motivation, 25 on multi-culturdleducation, 60
on reading, 20 on science, 45 on social studies, 40 on special education,

and 100 on teaching strategies.
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J
existing. catalogs of R&D products, publiShed by the
Mationil Diffusion Network (NDN), NIE itself, and
commercial pUbrishers;%

.

existingR&D products that were already part of sobe

l/ state or localkinformation center;
f. <,

. , ,
, .

other published sources, such as pRICt
.

A k 4 recommendations from NIE labs and centers? and
. .

$ .

word-Of-mouth recommendations by state and local per-
sonnel,,often as a fesult, of communications with sites

. in,other regions of the country.
, % v

,,.. ,

The projects varied in the

apon the'curricuIum topics

suit as career educatiOn or

extensiveness of their searches, which_Opended

to be covered. If a project focused on a topic

inservice training, where R&D information was

less easily aliallable, the knowledge -base staff had to conduct a wade search

for the needed products. Moreover, such products did not necessarily exist

in large numbers, because li ttle R &D work may have Been done on the topic in

,the first place. Building a knowledge base, in these cases, became a chal-

lenging task.

The project's. also varied in, the-extensiveness of the search procedure

-.ver time. One project (The NETWORK) assembled its entire knowledge base

is part.of its original proposal--i.e., before th e initiation of the prpj-

aot--and the composition of the knowledge base was modified only once after

that. Other projects (Georgia and Michigan) required long start-up peri-

ods and were only completing their knowledge bases by the third year of the

project. Still other projects assembled an initial array of products, and

then added to this array over time as new products were recommended or en-

countered (Pennsylvania). Often, these recoaznendatiorL came from the sites,

which,*as'a result of their problem-solving activities (see Chapter IV of

this report), had idm dentified some product that was not part of the original
a'

knowledle base.

Validation Procedure. Given the array of sources searched, each

prdIrpct was expected to screen candidates for the knowledge bade on the

basis of three criteria. First, the product had to fail within a relevant

curriculum topic. Second, the product had to be in usable conditioni.e.,

the materials had 0 be complete, adequIltte instructions had to exist, and

both had to be available for purchase (potentially by several sites) from

some source. Third, and most important to Iis paper, the products had to

1
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represent products that had.prevlously been validated for their effectivenegs

and transportability through empirical testing. The first two criteria were (

/handled

with little difficulty by each project. The last cr2tetion, however,

posed many difficultie.s and deserves. further discussion.

According to the RFP, the validation criterion could.be met by t4e fact

that a product came from some acceptable source. An acceptable source, as

suggested the RFP, C ould be an R&D lab or center, or an existing catalog: .

The catalog of NIE-funded products is prominently mentioned in,the RFP. Other

relevant catalogs were the catalog of NON product s or some substitute proposed

,b1 the project. In each case, it was presumed that appearance in one of these

catalogs meant that a product had already passed'through some validation pro-
.

.cedure. This is true of the MI catalog, for instance, where products man only

be they have beep approved, on the basis of empirical evidelce, by a

USOE -NIE Joint DISsemination Review Panel. The panel, consisting of represen-
.

a,.

tatives from USOE and NIE, judges products using Ihree fconditions:

A The evidence of a product's effectiveness must be valid

ti
and reliable;

The effect must be of sufficient magnitude to have

"t'

educational importance; and

The Intervention and its effect must be reproducible
at other sites (USOE and NIE, 1977):

Evidence of these three conditions in judged by six criteria', First,

a positive change must have occurred. Second, the effect -('or the.changel

must be consistent enoughand have been observed often enough that it is

statistically significant. Third, the effect must be educationally -iignIfi-
(

cant. Fourth, the intervention-must be transportable. Fifth, the effects

must Se-- aresult Of the intervention. And sixth, the evidence of the product's

effectiveness must be reliable. In contrast to the NON procedure, however,

the products listed in the NIE catalog, by NIE's own admission, had not all

passed through a similar validation procedure.** Thus, it is l ikely that DU

* Of the 660 products described In the NIE catalog, approximately half
"have undergone small-scale controlled tests for effectiveness." An

additional one-third have been replicated in a number of sites "to
confirm that the products are effective, can be used with little dif-
kficulty, and work in a variety of settings," leaving approximately
llb products in the NIE catalog that may not haO'e been validdted in
any way*(Catalog, 1975). In addition, an informal NIE review of the
quality of product evaluations suggested that many products classified
as validated would not be able to pass a Joint Dissemination Review
Panel review (personal communication from M. Millsap).

3.5
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projects were already using nonvalidated products by using products from these

presumably acceptable sources.

As suggested in theRFP,, some projects established their soon review or

validation procedure (NRC) or used procedures that already existed in their'
.

states (Pennsylvania, The NETWORK, and Michigan). These procedures varied,

however, in their degree-of.adequacy as validating procedures. If tMfvali-
.

dating partel, for instance, had access to empirical evidence concerhing the

-effectiveness and transportability of a product, the review of such evidence

constituted an acceptable procedure. In contrast, if the procedure only in-
-,

volved the gathering of an expert panel--which exlmined a product for its

"gut/ace validity but had no access to actual empirical information--the pre,
."*"' ,

cechire was not consideted satisfactory. Eased on our interviews4 the adequacy

. of the validation procedures that were used by;these for RDU projects cannot

by judged precisely, all four probably had to cpntend th diperintj amounts

of empirical evidence, depending upon the produqt under review, and we do.not

know t>redqwency with which only "surface validity judgments were made.
,

However, a few ,nonvalidated probably entered the knowlAikte bases be-

'cause of the unevenness of thd vaHation procedures.

Pio)..ts could also enter the knowledge base through other,dhannels, as

happeaed in several of the projects (Florida, Michigan, Georgia, and NEA). S

Thus, a product could emanate from some non-acceptable source/1-1.e., not a'

lab or center and not oneof the previously mentioned catalogs--and also not

be sub;ected to a state or local validation procedure. RDU projects were

often forced to use this third procedure when an adectilate array of validated

pkoducts could not be assembled, and when a site would suggest sone product;

it wanird to adopt.

For most of the RDU projedts, the knowledge base was assembled by using

all three procedures, to varying degrees. The fdllowing paragraphs describe

the general procedures developed by each project!

* The RIP also mentions the possibility that validation procedures.can be
applied after a site has adopted a product, and, that this would consti-
tute an acceptable certification procedure. One project (NEA) vas still
trying to ascertain themotatus of its entire knowledge base, however,
into the third year of Jibe project.
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Florida. The FloridtWoject did not have its own validation proce-
durerflaut selected gpodutts for knowledge base from the NIE catalog,
the MDR catalog, and publishers; listings of validated products. When

no validated product matched a site's needs, the knowledge base staff ac-
be)ted a nonvalidated product intothe knowledge base. These products,
althouglitkey may have had a surface validity, had not been systematically
evaluated for their effectivenegarand transportability.

. ,

.

4 .
,

Pennsylvania. The Penabylvania knowledge base acquiied produCts frcei
.

three sources - -the NIE catalog, the NDN catalog, and the'listinO of
products in the Pennsylvania Diffusion. Program (PDP).' The knowledge base
did pot have its own validation procedure, but relied on the validation .

procedures of the sources from which its,prOductswerp drawn. '-The PDP
validation procedure was less rigid in evaluating a product's effective-
ness than the procedure used by the pDRP. The PDP panel; composed of 27

people from local school districts, (state education departments, and in-
stitutions of higher eaucation,_accepted/a product as valid if indirect'

evidence of the product'S effect wasephoialp c
/....

4.- '

.

. a
NRC. The_NRC'S knowledge base consisted of products from the NIE cats -

kthr
19 'and products that

were acquired ough informal urces. Although many of these products
were validated by a stile or nd tonal review pane* the knowledge base staff
also reviewed all candiahte pr cts, using a consistent set of criteria..
Each prerrfarlWrwent two levels 6i zeview. The owledge -base staff first

checked to make sure that all the necessary prpduc r information was avail-'
able. If it was, a six-member panel, comprised of the NRC project director,
the 'knowledge -base.manager, the Right-to-Read director for the state in
which the panel convened, a teacher, a representative from higher 'education,
and the linker from the host state, then rated the product on its proven ef-
fectiveness. Those ,products receiving a minimum score or better Were accepted

into the knowledge base. The NgC project adhered to this procedure throughout-
the project and appears to have had only validated products in- its knowledge
base.,

.
..--

. . . ,

Michigan. The Mipfiigen project acquired its products fiom the Kit

catalog, the NDN ca og, c ercial publishers, and through word -of -mouth

. communications. Origitially, t roducts that'were accegted'inth the knowl-

edge base hadito satisfy thilee cr ia. Firstr each product had to be re-

viewed by the,JDRP. Second, the product's effectivenes5 had to have been

. tested at an appropriate site* Third, the product had to have been approved
by th State.Classification Ccemitide. .These criteria were relaxed, however,
when f w validated products in career education were found. According to one

inter ewes, only 20.percentir Michigan's knowledge base products ultimately
satisfied the project's orit al vWidation criteria. /

. I ef - '

(
I

,

0

.

, . .

The Florida knowledge base acguireehthe SRA kits--Matbematics Involvement, .

Mastery Test, and Schoolhouse Comprehension - -under these,conditioris. As
of the spring of 1979, three sites in Florida had adopted these products. 4

. .
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Georgia.' The Georgia project did not have "validation procedure. AI-
-

though the hnowledge base staff reviewed the candi to products for surface
:pdity, making sure'that the products' materia iated,pat the products

re easy to use, and that they came with staff velopment assistande,
proven success and transportability of the products were not assessed. Some
of the products were selected from the NIE catalog and the NDN catalog and,
thus, may have been shown effective by other review panels. Ydt the Geofgia
project itdblf had no systematic procedure for judging the prodqct's validity,
and manmrodcts were acquiaed through sources other than these catalogs,
such as latings of Title IIP-C adoptions in the state.

The NETWORK. The Network selected its products from the NIE catalog*
the NDN catalog, and EPIC. A few products Were received through education-
al labs or centers. All products were validated. Those products frOm the
NDN catalog weie-aocepted-as_validated:. _All_others had been reviewed by
state level panels, where statistical evidence that a product had a posi-
tive effect on students, teachers, or administrators had been.p;esented.

NEA. The NEA project did not have a procedure foLassuring that only
yalilAid products were admitted to the knowledge base? Although, some
products had been field tested as part of their development, most of the
615 products in the knowledge base had not been validated. AS with the
Michigan project, many of the products were acquired through commercial
publishers and through recommendations of personnel in education associa-
tions, and were not systematically ?ecked for their validity."'

Results of Knowledce'Base Acquisitioh

The results of these acquisition procedures are reflected by the

proportion of validated prqducts in the seven knowledge bases. To the

extent that the NIE or NDN catalogs were `the source oflthe products, the

proportion of-nonvalidated products could be checked (about 100, of the

NIE catalog's products had no validation data--see footnote p.15) ,

and these 14117NDN results are shown 'in Table 4. However, arthough product

lists were created by all projects, we have been unable to make a defini7

titre analysis of the remainder of the products for two reasons. First N...

the projects themselves did not sufficiently document their own valida-

tion procedures for each product. For any .given product that had passed

through the local.validation procedure, for instance, weJdo not know the
ft

full nature of the evidence that was reviewed. Second, the knowledge

bases in the aggregate hachtoo many different products, so opt any retro-

,/ apective attempt to call dezglopers at this time would be iiprsctical.

g

* In the spring of 1979, NEA..s knowledge -base staff was galling developers
to Check on products' Micaty, even '.hough most sites had already se-
lected and adopted a product. The' results of the phone calls showed

that many products had not been empirically tested. In some causes the

developer had moved from the institution where the product had been
velopedand the developer's new addiess was unknown. In addition,

several of Ihe publishers were no longer in tininess.

.



Table 4
.

Number of Products From Either NDN or NIE Catalogs,
by Knowledge Base*

.

Knowledge

Base
M

..-

Total Nt
of Products

Source of Products

.

No. of non-
validated
NIE products

-

Non-NIE or
NDN Source

%
1. NIE

Catalog

.
NDN 4'

Catsiog
No. B No. t No. %

. .

Florida
r

92
/

50 54.3 27 29.3 15 16.3 (5) -

)
Pennsylvania 123 17 13.8r 38 30.1 .68 55.3. (7)

NRC . 59 20 33.9 6 10.2 33 55.9 (0)

Michigan 150 120 80.0 24 16.0 6 4.0 (24) '

Georgia 115 46 40.6 21 18.3. 48' 41.7 (2)

The NETWORK 41 17 41.5 -6 14.6 18 43.9 (0)

NEB
i

.615 7 7 7 7 7 7 (7)

..-

The figures in this table were compiled by determining whether the products in each
project's knowledge bane, as of spring 1979, were listed in either the NDN or NIE
catalogs.

2.9
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Nevertheless, we can make rough estimates of the-degree to whiph the

knowledge bakes contained
r

npnvalidated products. This can be done by sum-
.

meriting the'ecquisition procedures, as shown in Figure 2. Each chart

depicts the procedures fgllowed by each project, dividing 1/4heeprocedures

into th;ee ectgorille products entering as a result of an acceptable

catalog (column 1); products passing through a state or project valida-
!

tion procedure (column 2); and products coming from outside sources

(colonial 3,. A,vertidal arrow is Shown where products entered the knowl-

edge base%through one of these three procedures.'.The products from out-
.

Side sourcesishould preferably have passed through the state or project

validation procedure, and where this occurred (NRC, Pennsylvania, The

NETWORK, and Michigan), a horizontal arrow fs,shown.*
-

:The charts show that An three projects (NRC, Pennsylvania, and The NET-

"w0Eicithe acquisztlon procedures were sufficient to assure adequate screen-

Ingsgiven two Assumptions: 1) that the NI? products had been among those

val.:tined by NIE, and2/Ithat the locs1,_validation procedures were properly
R

followed for every product. In Pennsylvania, however, 7 of the 38 NIE
1.

. praucti were those that were nonvalidated.) Two projects (Florida and
. .

. no, validation procedure of their own, yet products from outside

sources were known to have been used.** This seems to have occurred to a.

extent in Georgia than in Florida, because Georgia had to cover

as career education and district-level planning, In Aich few

were known to have existed. Finally, two projects(Michigan

r
much gieater

topigs, suph

R&b products

andNEA) are known to have acquired many products that neither came from an

- acceptable source (column 1) nor passed through a validation procedure (col

umn 2), even though Kich.igan did have such a procedure. This is reflected

/
byibe dodble arrows in column 3.

. . A

,
may be that products from outside sources have neverth4less passed

tiirougfi some other validation procedure. Although the eiteht to which
this occurred is not known, we do not believe it occurred with signifi-

cant frequenCy to alter our overall conclusions.

"Florida, although ft had no formal validation proPedure, did screen
-.products in a more informal sense. For example, products that were

authored biL,experts or conformed to current theory were admitted to 1

the knowledge base.

20
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These charts suggest that the seven knowledge bases had the propor-

tions of nonvalidatedproduCts shown in Table 5. used on these figures,
1

the ,ADU program as a whole appears to have allowed the tn;ie of many such

products. In fact, the definitions of what constituted an "acceptable"

product shifted over the course of the pr9ject as the seven projects and
,

the HIE program manager cdhfronted some of the difficulties and perceived

the real constraints involved in developing a,comprehensive array of

products to serve school needs. At. the inception of the program, the

emphasis had been placed upon R&D products, or upon new curricultetor

other innovations that were part of a deliberate applied research, de-

velopment, packaging, and Aissemination process. In the RFP, as ve have

noted, )he definition was shitted somewhat to include products that were

moirica4y validated, whether tiley were based upon research knowledge or

not. Finally, during the course of the project, the NIE program officer

and the seven project directors came to a decision that the development

of, less rigorous screening procedures would be adceptable (although if

the project concurrently instituted procedures to empirically evaluate

the effecti of the innovation the less rigorous would not be preferred).

This decision was reached afte-e much debate among the project directors,

and kpecifically after the Florida project Asked whetherkit should meet`

client.demands for diagnostic-prescriptive innovations in reading despite

the questionable quality of these products using "validation" standards

(letter from R. Gagne to T. Israel, October 11, 1977): This decision
Aft

was not, hOwever, made until after the project had been in operation for

nearly a year and a half, and after much effort had been expended on an
.

attempt to'meet more rigorous stan4i-ds of quality contrbl.

Before drawing any final conclusions about quality control, ve must

examine Alm projects' procedures for matching site needs with available

products% One possibility, for instance, is that the sites ended ups

adopting only the validated products in the knowledge bases, thereby com-

pensating for the knowledge base slippage. However, this turns out not

to have been then case.
.

J

e
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'Table

Proportion of Nonvalidated ProduCt, in Seven Knowledge Bases

Nonvalidated
Products in

Knowledge Base Project,

None

Some

Many

A majority of all
products in the
knowledge base

NRC, The NETWORK

Florida, Pennsylvania

Georgia

Michigan, NEA

23
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C:HAPTER IIIt

0 MATCHING SITE NEEDS NITH AVAILABLE PRODUCTS

eeorproducts in the RDU program depended on two major steps.

The first, descri bed in the previous. chapter, was the development of a kncw1-.

ed7e base. The second, dellcribed h4re, wae,the provision of assistance to

school sites--toluide these sites in matching needs to specific products

and then to assist in adoptilop, (and later implementation). Much of:thls

assist4ence was initiated while the RDU projects were still developing their

knoWleage bases-, so that these two majoi steps often occurred _simultaneously.

The.work with the sites was a complex process that could involve several

activities, such as:

111;

identifying,candidate sites to participate in the
RDU project (in some cases, sites were ntmed in the
original proposal);

establishing ad hoc teams or committees at"the site
level and, where relevant, providing sited" with funds
to conduct the RDU activities (funds were used to
purchase released time for teachers onto purchase
the products themselves);

I
A

'rocruiting and training individuals to serve as
linking agents, usually located in some intermediary
organization, to assist sites in selecting and imple-
menting,products from the knowledge base;

requiring the sites to follow a problem- solving
process, Which included the examination of needs

- before considering alternative courses of action;
and

assisting sites in making the final selection of a
specific product to be used.

Because of the complexity and importance of each of these activities, sepm
a

1(°

.

aitate reports will be written abaft several of them as part of the overall.

Abt issociates research effort. Moreover, the success of the RDU program

cannot be judged on the basis of any of these activities alone:as the' de-

sign of the .1= program had multip16-objectives (see Corwin, forthcoming
- .

1980). The main purpose of the following discussion is to continue our

tracking of the selectiOn and use,of educational products, with the primary

focus on the last activity listed above. .

.

. %
4
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The selection process involved several steps, culminating with a

specific adoption; these steps as<well .!%s the adoption outcomes are

described in the following subsections:*- qts attention will again be

on the
1
degree to Which nonviaidated prod ts were ultimately adopted,

and thus the extent to which the adoption patterns did not conform to
a-

the original intentions expressed in the RFP. The steps in the ;elec-

tion process included; 1) the initial presentation of candidate p;c4-7,:-

ucts for adoption; 2) the screening of these candidate products by the

sites; and 31 the final adoption.

Initial Presentation of Candidate Products for Adoption

Assuming that a site had completedsome type of needs assessment,
.

it was then ready to,consider various products that could be_ adopted.

The original RFP, however, provided no guidajpe for how the matching

process--in which site needs were to be related to available products--

was to take place. Moreover, this matching process was a potentially

difficult one, if the' needs of a site could not be matched by any avail-

able product. Most of the projeciCs ultimately develOped a general pro-

cedure wnereby lists of potentially relevant products from the knowledge

base were made available to the site teams for their consideration. How-

ever, there were significant variations among the projects iefollowing

this procedure., . \
Modes of Communication. In most cases (Florida, Georgia, Michigan,

and NE 6), the site teams were encouraged to make direct contact with

knowledge -base staff,** indicating the topic or topics of interest that
.1( .

sulted from their needs assessments. The knowledgb-base staff than

identified an appropriate array of potentially relevant products and sent

brick desc'iptions of these products to the sites. In the }ZA project,
s.

this Oas-done when a site would make a telephone call to the knowledge -

base staif and descriptions of all the products in the-relevant categor-
. _./ ..-es, based on a prior classification scheme, were then sent to the. site.

.....

I

* Modif cations could also occur after adoption, but thdse implementation
activities are beyond the scope of the current report.

**In Michigan, sites contacted the knowledge-base staff in the state de-
Partment of education.

4
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`In other cases, and daring the initial phases of most projects, the pro-
.

cedure was more interactive and knyolved face-to-face commiinications, with

the site staff visiting the knowledge-base staff or vice versa.. In Georgia,

some initial orientation-to tfie whole product array in the knowledge, base

was communicated through two "educational exchanges," or conferences at

which teachers from any sites were invited.to review a wide array'of mate-

rials. The\se conferences were uniformly judged to be a, highly satisfactory

way of orienting site personn41 and giving them an idea of the potential

.products before the needs assessments were completed.

In other cases*(The NETWORK,IrIC, and Pennsylvania), the site teams

did not make direct contact with the knowledge-base staff, but worked in-

stead with the project's linking agents.' In these cases, the linker

ascertained the topics of interest from the site, worked with the knowledge
40 o .

base staff to select potential candidates, and then explained the vayaous

possibilities to the site personnel. The linking agent thus served as an

intermediary L2'lle matching process. V

71-is ma)or variation in'commlinication links did not appear to create

i any consistent differences in thec'ultimate product adOption patterns, but

i
deserves further attention because of the different roles implied for the

.linking agent. In the first mode.;f communication, where sites deatt d.(- ._

rectIy with the knowledge-base staff, the site personnel weieoregarded as
$

the pri ry users of the knowledge base, and knowledge-bise documents were 1
TA

oriente toward the terminolOgy a4d needs 9f practitioners. The linking

. agent played only a secondary role' in the communications process, generally

/ being informed of the site's interaction with the knowledge base after it
.

had occurred. In at least one pioject (NEA), linking agents came to play

increasingiy peripheral functions.as a result of this procedure, and on oc- '

---
casion the linking agents were not even informed about the site's communi-

4
cation with the k6641edge base: in the second mode of communication, where

sites dealt through the linking agents and only indirectly with the knowl-

edge-base staff, the linking agents were regarded as the primary users of.

the knowledge base. In this dituftion, knowledge-base documents were oriented

4

A "mixed" mode of cammunicatiops could also occur on occasion (e.g.,
in a few sites in Georgia and NRC), in whichlthe knowledge bass staff
and .linking agents worked together in dealing with site personnel.

1,
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toward the terminology and needs of the li ing agents, and thus the

linking agents had a strong r ole in influencin a site's final selection.

Overall, the mode of commnication reflected the degree of activity sin
/

the part of the linki g agents; Wiler6 they were not heavilyinvolved,'the

knowledge-base staff ctually filled the linking function. iriis was the

.case for several of the projects.

Size of the Candidate Array. Each project Also had to develop' its

own sense of the appropriate size of.the initial Candidate array, whether

presented directly to the site or through a linking agent. The size, or

number of products, had t,/be large enough so that sites could have some)(/

choice in making their 1 selection, but small enough to be manageable.

Projects generally prese ed about ten products, where available, in this

initial array. This problem was further compounded by the nature of the

materials used to describe each product. Most si tes would have preferred

receiving the product itself, but would then have had difficulty in review-
)

ingthe materials for such a large array. As a result, all the projects
, .

developed their own one- or two-page descriptive summaries of each project,

"*"- and this was the material that was sent to each site.*

Screening of Candidate Products

Sites' screening of candidate products generally followed two stages.

During the first stage, a site, in theory, was to review the candidate

products for their potential relevance, and to reduce the initial pool of

Candidates to a smaller set of two or three final candidates. During the

second stage, the site would request more information about these final.

candidates, and the knowledge-bass staff Would have to to contacted again

for this information. At this point, the knowledge base staff typitcally

'le,

loaned the actual product materials to.the site, or even sugges ed direct

contact betweerAhe site and thetriginal developers of the prod s (e.g., .,

Pennsylvania). The site temRs"then reviewed in detail these final candi-

dates and selected one for adoption... ,

* The issue of the size and nature of materials in the initial array needs
to be given, greater attention in the future. Pennsylvania, for example,
initially presented a large number of candidate products to sites. When
.sites were finding it difficult to select a product from sudh a large

----arAnWr-the knowledge'Pass-staf4 -significantly reduced the number of
candidate products that they presented.

27 3.7
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This second stage was conducted most systematically in two of the RDU

projects (Georgia and Pennsylvania). Occasionally however, the knowledge-
...0"N

baseastaff had difficulty keeping track of the product materials, that had

been loand out. In the other projects, the second stage was often slurred

with the first, so that the process of narrowing down the initial list of

candidates occurred in a le.ss distinctive, two-stage manner. For instance,

;there linking agents were heavily involved in the matching process, the two

stages might have been collapsed into a single stage, or several iterations

might even have occurred before a final adoption was made.

Whatever the process, the final sele tion often revealed a host of

problems that had to be addressed in a ite-by-site manner. First, in

some cases the sites may have had a si gle product in mind all along, .pos-

sibly preceding the needs assessment ivity. This prior preference may

have been well-suited to the site's o sense of its needs before entering

the RDU program, or it may have ref lacted a bias that was not justified by

the site's Actual needs. The extent to which these situations arose can

pnly be documented by further information from the sites.*

Second, in other cases the sites may have identified their own candi-

date products to augment the candidates selected by the knowledge-base

staff. This was especially true in those projects (e.g., Michigan, Georgia,

and NEA) where it took two or three years to complete the knowledge base, .

and where the sites had therefore advanced more quickly than the RDU pro)-

ecte preparations. In these cases, the sites' candidates were frequently

incorporated into the incomplete knowledge base. These cases represented

important occasions when nonvalidated products could be incorporated into
4.

the system, because the sites did not necessarily present any compelling

evidence that their candidates had been validated for prior effectiveness.

Third, the review of candidate products often revealed a mismatch be-

tween the oategoriei or terminology used by the knovhedge Ites to classify

their products and the categories or terminology used by the sites. The

level of specificity could be different. Thus, sites cpuld decide in their

* At the time of this report, survey data from,the sites were not yet
available for analyzing this issue.
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needs assessments that they had a "mptivatio prOblem among the students;

which was not specific enough to identify acourately4the potentially rele-

vant products (e.g., Florida); further probes were needed to ,determine that

the" specific problem may have been students fighting in the hallways, and

on this basis it was easier to aetermine whethera relevant product was

available or not. Conversely, acme 'sites came up with specific needs state-.

ments, but then could not easily cope with the generality of the product

descriptions (e.g., Pennsylvania). Similarly, some sites made their needs

known in terms of curriculum content even though the knbwledge-base products

were initially classified by teaching processes (e.g., NEA), or vice versa

(e.g., Florida).

Fourth, it was entirely possible thatopone of the candidate products,

even with accurate communications, served a site's needs. In theory, the

knowledge-base staff was then supposed to conduct a further search, beyond

the knowledge base, for a potentially relevant product--a provision that

was covered by the original RFP (NIE, 1975:15). However, little attention

had been given to the fact that this wider search could take,a long time- -

far exceeding the site's schedule for adopting a specific product- -and this

broader search would have to be conducted with undue haste, again leading

to the possibility of using 'nonvalidated products. Whatever the outcome,

the provision for having a further iteration at this point was judged un-

realiistic-by some projects.

All of these problems should suggest that .the screening process was

not an orderly or simple one. In fact, we believe that this process bore

the brunt of one of the conflicting elements in the basic design of the

RDU program.* On the one hand, sites were to use existing RSID,products.

On re other hand, sites were to undergo a problem-solving process, where-

by a needs assessment was theatial step.** Only unabashed optimism

would lead to the conclusion that the available validated products were

likely to match, with high frequency, the articulated needs of sites. As

a partial remedy, the ,,FP did make ode provision for dealing with the po-

tential conflict:

There is evidence from related interviews that some NIE staff members
were aware of this potential conflict but could not influence the modi-
fication of the design of the ODU program.

**The conflict between these elements may be found in programs other than
education.(e.g., see Yin, 1978; and Roessner, 1979).
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...a,legitimate,project outcome could be the conclur 4

sign that in a specific local situation there is no
R&D (product) that represents an acceptable solution 4
to .tlie defined problem. Such a conclusion, properly
documented, could add to (SZE'S) understanding of
field requirements for 'further R&D (NIB, 1975:4-5).

This provision flails, however, to indicate what the site should have done when

this situation was encountered. Most, if not all, of the sites were recruited

into the RDU program on the basis thatstome assistance would be provided in

dialing with their school problems. An impasse of the sort described in the

REP, while potentially /useful to NIE, would not likely have been an acceptable

covusibil from the site's point of view. Not surprisingly, the seven RDU
4
projects therefore did_everything they could to find some/Acceptable product

for every site, even when the impaste was encountered. At the same time; it

is also true tha /the projects did little to document, on a systematic basis,

those situations in wyth the impasse occurred, and thus there is only sparse

information regarding further needs foe' new types of products. The only in-

formation of this sort derives from, interviews With project director orknowl-

edge-base staffs, who typically reported, the need for more products in second-

aryeducation in general, and in non-reading and non-math curriculum topics.

' Final Adoption Patterns

As a result of this matching process, tie sites finally did adopt some

product For sites that had adopted a product by the spring of 1979, the

full list of adopted products, by project, is shown in Table 6. The table,

shows the prodults by educational area (career education, reading, mathema-

tics, and miscellaneous). Sixty-four products were adopted by only a single 4

site, wher s 36 products were adopted by, more than one site; of these multi-

ple adoptid

(adopted

sites),

, the most popular products were; WisconsinDesign for Reading

leven sites), Career Development Centered Curriculum (seven

Diego R2R (seven sites), Exemplary Center for Reading InstrUc- (

tio -ECRI six sites), It Works (six sites), AEL Career Decision Making Pro-

ram (six sites), and Houghton-Mifflin Basal Management System (five sites).

fel

4

Some sites dropped out of the program before reaching the adoption stage;
others dropped out after adoption, but little documentation-exists regard-
ing the reasons for these dialects. (The Michigan aoject did collect in-
formation on the reasons for bites dropping out, however.) Finally, some
sites had not reached the adoption stage by the time this report was drafted.

"Many sites had not reached the adoption step by this time.
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Table 6

Product Adoptions for Eadh RD(f Projectby Spring 1979

.

ao

NAME OF PRODUCT

PROJECT'

S

Florida
.

Penn. NRC Mich. Georgia NETWORK NSA

CAREER EDUCATION

Crisp Co: (Ga.) & Orange co.

(Fla0.Career,Education*

Basic Skills Through Practical Arts

ra
Georgia Career Gunace

It Works

Locally Developed Career
Education Handboor*.

N a'

Orange Co. (Fla.)%Career Educiktion

ff

Free To Be.You and Me'

.
Careers: A SuRplemefital

Reading ;Program
if

4

(

2

3

Innerchange, 2

ProjeCtHEPR (1),,
) 1

I. Livelihoodks
4 . IPS 5

. 'My irehd and Butteltlies -
3 .

,
.

0 Career Book .

,

.

.4"-. . , - '
- . .

. .*e. .. ...,,

;l 41
...

.

9

1

4

6
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'Table 6 (continued)

VIP

NAME OF PRODUCT

PROJECT

I

4.

Florida Penn. NRC . Mich. Gebrgiq NETWORK NEA

CAREER EDUCATION (continued)

4. 3

1

1

1

2

3

I. 1

6

3

1

1

1

1

.01

i

Career Awareness Exploration
Curriculum Kit

Freestyle

Career Development Centered
Curriculum (1)

Getting It Together

'4IFfhe Job Ahead

The Magic Circle-

1.1

Employability Skills

AEL Experien0a-Based Career
Education Program (1)

AEL Career Decisionmaking
Program

First Jobs'

Health: Decisions for Growth

Career Exploration in the
Earth Sciences (2)

Michigan ACT Career Planning
Program

43 .
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Table.E(continued)

#t

4

NAME OF PRODUCT

PROJECT

a
Florida Penn. NRC Mich. Georgia NETWORK NEA

CAREER EDUCATION (continued)

Working With Trees (2)

Introduction to Community
Centers

Career Opportunities Boxes

Just He (2)

CareerDevelopment for
Children

Exploring'Careers

w 'hailing Approach to Career
Education

Goofy Goes to Work

Kangaroo Kit

arenas,' F-fi

He and Others

45 r
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Table 6 (continued)

MOP' 4

1/4

'NAME OF PRODUCT

READING

Continuous Itbgress
Reading *

English /Reading. Rotation

Program (1)

Project PAL (1)

Secondary Reading Lab '

Individual Language Arts (1)

Hanlieks Program, NY State
Coordinated English -

Language Arts *
ur

SPWRT (1)

2;lit (titt*."
Prdecision +sidling iikt

Paraspitoil Plus (1).

SDR (1) '

Basic 8po11ing

Wisconsin Design for
'*ding (2)

Project !ARC

Open Court

Usiplary Center for
Reading Instruction --

RCM 4144

c

PROJECT

Florida

3

2

4

Penn.

1

1 '7

2

2

1

2

NRC

4

1

Mich.

ti

Georgia

1

I-

;

In%

Nerwoftx

-

4

4

NEA



*Table 6 (continued) t

a

PROJECT

NAME OF PRODUCT Florida Penn. NRC Mich. Georgia NETWORK NEA

READING (continued)

Bernell Loft Skills

ApSRiAScboolhouse Ccmprehonsion

FOCUS - -Reading.Curriculum* (1)

Laubach 'reboring Prog4tm

Junior Great Bookh

Content Reading Inservice
Package

Communication Skills Improvement

w Center (1) *t>.
VI

Intensive Reading Improvement

Center cr177---

Dallas Basic Skills*

,Nampa Communication Skills

.

Miscellaneous Products
developed by the sites

San Diego R2R--

Pegasus -PACE(1)

Classroom Intervention
Project (1)

49

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

8

2 '

so/

4

5

2
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Table 6 (continued)

NAME OF PRODUCT

PROJECT

Florida Penn. NRC Mich. Georgia

4
NETWORK NEA

READING:(continued)

Systematic Approach to
Reading Improvement, --SARI

Houghton - Mifflin Basal

Management System*

Speliscript*-

Parents Assist Beginning
Reading Management
System*

SWRL -Ginn Communication,

Skills Program

J5 Sustained Silent Reading*

Reading Resource Center*

Development of a Language
Arts Scope/Sequence*

Engleman-Becker 'Reading
and Morphographic
Spojing*

Columbia River Developmental
Reading Program .

Bay Area Writing Program*

Holt Series and Management

System*

51

*4.

4

4

5

2

2

1

1
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Table V (continued)

"NAME or PRODUCT

PROJECT,

Florida Penn. NRC Mich. Georgia crETWORK NEA

READING (continued)

/\
Hawaii English Program (1),

Individually Programmed
listrUction(2)

Project Catch-Up (1)

Accountability in Primary
Reading Program

Vocational Reading Power
Program (1)

Ando 'ger Individualized

Reading System

Concept; dnd Language (2)

Improvement of Basic Reading
Skills (1)

1976 Lippincott Reading
Text and Management System

MATHEMATICS

STAMM(1)

PRIMES

Keymath

a

Proficiency VeriabsAlon
Program With Learning
Center Resources .

53

1

.1

1

1

sr

3

1

1

54
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11/e
Table 6 (conclude4 GA,

4

4

" NAME o PRODUCT

I-

I PROJE

horida Penn. ANRC Mich.
7'"

MATHEMATICS (coptinued):.
.4.- 111 or .

14ievard County LAMP .
. t. .

Math Learnibg Systems

4SRAL-Ma.thematiCr7Invoillement

SRA=z1lastery Test

e

Evaluation Workshop from the."
Center for Z.,he Study of -

co . Evaluation* (2)

SPECS7-School Plinning)
Evaluatizgn, & tclusulnications"

,
, System ,,(2) . I

e1

.

1.

Weh a

Positqe Atitude- Towards
Learning-7PATL (1)

IndiVtduaiiy Guided Educat ion (2)

KEY tito .---

IMF

3

I

1

.

A

Georgia NETWORK NEA

4

The WU project did not 'keep a list of the products that were adopted by the Attics.
. Product not in knowledge base

(1) Product liWd in the NDN catalog
(2) Product listedin the NIE catalog

55
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Wi tdaigard to the the use of validated pr again impossible

to determine the prediSe proportion of adopted oducts tt t were validated.

Rio dataz;ware.available to determine wherherma adopted product had been

validated,and the list is too long to be inv tigated pn a post hoc basis.

However, some summary inferences jay be made by.tollowing either of two al-

ternative approaches.

The first approach is based on the proportion of adopted produCts that

fell outside of the knowledge base. In these cases, sites completed their

needs assessment and identified some product that was not in the project's

original knowledge base. Although zome,projects tried to resist this type

of adoption, either by dropp.1sg the site from the project or by disallowing

the small amount of funds available for assistance in implementation, 21.1
.

percent of the adoptions ultimately involved a product that was 'outside of

the esnowledge base, while 78.9 percent involved a product that was inside '

the,kncwledge base (see Table 7). Moreover, only about half of the adop-
'11

-,nvtl.ring products within the project's knowledge base were in proj-

ects 4,NRC, The NETWORK, Pennsylvania, and Flo rida) whose knowledge bases

were qlged to have had akow or null proportion of nonvalidated products

in the first place (see Table 5 presented earlier). Thus, if one assumes *

a,i of the products frail outside the knowledge bases were nonvalidated,

proach suggests that overall, 50 to 60 percent of all the adoptions

may involved nonvalidated products (21.1 perceni plus half of 78.9 per-
,

cent:. "'

The second approach is based on identifying the adopted products ac-

cording to theirsource (,NIE catalog, NAN catalog, or neither), and combin-

.ing these frequencies with two known factors: the number of NIE prodd.cts

that had not been validated,* and whether the project had its own valida-

tion procedure. These data are summarized in Table 8, which assumes that

7" products subjected to a local validation procedure maybe considered vali-

dated except for Michigan, where it was known that most of the products pa

were not subject to the state classification procedure), and that products

falling outside of the knowledge base'or not subjected to local validation

* Thgre was some question during th4 program W ater a product was acceptoble

if it was a research - based Product but had,, not been .validated. Following

iiScusSionS with NIE, some projectsdid allow this more lenient defioition

and accepted products from the NIVcatikog into the kno4ledge base on this

basis.

39'
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Table 7

41 "Product Adoption Patterns,
by Spring 1979 (siSc RDU projects*)

21-

, ....

KNOWLEDGE
BA.Sr 41

STATUS

.

NO. OF"'
ADOPTED
.PRODUCTS

.

.

ADOPTIONS*3

No. t
l

..

lipn Knowledge Base ,,,

' )
.

,

i X
Outiside of Knowledge,..\

Base ' '

.

.
1

74

. .

.26

,

. /

. .

15

41

.win

.

,

id.
.

78.9

21.1

i TOTAL / //

i

%j -- I

100
,f

194***1' 100.0

.

j

The table

*

a iltt of .4
s not present adoption patterns for the NSA, because"
pted products was not maintained fOr this project.

.

Some sxtes made more than one adoption. In'these cases, each,

adopt was counted separately. . 0

** *This does not include 43 adoptionslor which no information, was,
ivailible regarding the product adopted.

A
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Table 8

i

Product AdOption.Patterns for Each RDU Project, by"Spring 1'St79

Project

v

ADOPTIONS

4 I

Assumed To Naue_Deen NOlidated

Number
Total from

NIE

Catalog
(Validated)

Florida 22

Pennsylvania 4- 13

NRC 45-

Michigan 63

Georgia 24

Network0, 27

NEA

Total

4

4.

194' . 15

Not Known To Have 'men Validated

Number

from

ND

Catalo

Numper

,ThcOugh

Local

Number

from NIE
Catalog *.

(Not

Validated)

Number

Outside
Of

Knowledge
Base **

1

9 3 1

5 6 .30

9 3 _ 3

S

18

?

47 12 4 30

Percent
Nuniber.

WithoutNa Non-
Local

Validation ** 'Validated

'717_

a I

77:3^

7.7

66.7

48 85.7

: 13 A

- -

75.0,

0.0

78 61.9

*Each of the projects with a local validation procedure was arbitrarily assumed to h ve properly used
i1it, leading to a move conservative,estimate of the uveca11 proportion of nonvalidat .products. The

.. single exception is Michigan, where it was kngwn that most products did not gu.thcough the local vali-
dation probedure. . ' .

7.7

*!Soma of these may have been validated through an alternative procedure (e.g., by the commercial publisher).
The extent of this phenomenon Is not known.

***Thebe products that were outsida the knowledge base were nevertheless NIB oc NDN products . These three
products were, therefore; assigned to the NIE oc NDN columns in this table.

.

1 .

1.4
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procedure may be considered nonvalidated. This assumption holds even though

a few products may have been validated through some other, undocumented have

been ralidaited through-some other, undocumented procedure). Based on this

assumptpn, this approach suggests that up_to 60_percent of the adoptions

could have involved nonvalidated products.

Finally, a secondary analysis of data available from schools that had

been vssited.by either RDU project or Abt Associates research staff med-

bers indicates that only 64 percent were known to have adopted a product

that nad been systematically field tested. The field testing did not have

to meet any empirical standards, and was simply an attempt to install the
1/4,1

product in a site or sites and determine whether it was useable.

These different approaches yield estimates that indicate that by the

spria? )e 1979, many of..the adoptions involveknonv4idated and even non-

fle-d-tysted products. Although these are necessarily imprecise figures,

the teoalts are based an conservative assumptions. For instance, the final

estimates exclude the NBA project, where it is known that the great bulk of

the 114;pt-cns involved nonvalidated products.

4
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CHARTER IV

DELIVERING EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS Di SCHOOLS: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

The prece ding chapters have described the processes by which va4dated
- .

products were eventually adopted (or not Adopted) by the school sites within

the RDU pFogram. We have attempted to show that a good portion of nonvali-

dated products eventually made their way into the knowledge bases of several

of the RDU prOjects (Georgia, Michigan, and NEA), and that this pattern was

continued at the site level in these and in the NRCIand Floridh projects,

'wterf many of the adopted products were not even iin the original knowledge

blaze. This transition from validated to nonvalidated products occurred in

spite of the original.RDU mandate as represented in...the original RFP and the
c 0

substa.,tiai efforts made by each of the seven protects to develop a respon..-

'sive kngrledge base.
k

Three sets of issues deserve further discussion, in part to explain

these findings and in part to suggest future concerns for researchers and

tduca*ional policy makers: 4

t.:4 adequacy of the pool of educational products:

I^ need ;for operational definitions in the design of
programs, and

thqpneed to understand the normal process of "slippage"
between program 'intent and program implementation.

The Need for More Educational Products

Whatever else may be suggested by the diffiCulties of assembling a knowl--

edjeo.,Das-3, it .s clear that the pool of acceptable educational products needs

toAbe expanded in the future. On certain topics, little R&D had been done:15/

the time the RDU projects were in operation. These topiiiiinclude. career

education (interest in which only burgeoned in the early 1970s, not allowing

enough time to produce a wide variety of relevant, validated products for the

RDU program in 1976); district- or school-wide planning (which was added by

the Georgia project); inservice training.* In principl , the last topic would

nave been feasible had ie been limited to the few curri ulum areas in which a

164b number of validated, products existed. However, the inservice topicwas

-

* There is also some 4uestion of how to validate educational products on
these topics, where more reliance must necessarily be placed on affective
ratings, such as attitude scales. Additional problemi confront the vali-

dation of products that only indirectly affect students--e.g., ineervice

43
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broadly applied to almost every curriculum area that could be of interest
f

to a site, and thus stretched beyond the reservoir 'of available products.

On other topics, the need for products was only recognized in the course

of the RDU program. These included Almost any curriculum area ac the second7

vary school level, etpecially on core topics such as reading. S RDU

officials who were interviewed indicated that sites frequently soaght products

on topics outside of theb is skills--e.g., science, language, and'social

studies--but encountered at difficulty in finding them. Lastly, there

appeared to be a heed for assistance on topics related to racial integration

and the problems of minority groups (e.g., products for bilingual students),

and the available poor of products again seemed sparie. 1111
In expanding the pool of educational products in the future, it should

.

be toted that important contributions can be made from two sources. Tradi-

.tionally, one source 'has been the result of R&D efforts, in which new.prod-
L.art developed by, using scientifically based information in an institu-

tion or universityedepartment that is devoted to knowledge production ac,-

tivits.* R&D efforts are not, however, the only source of new knowledge

t at =ay Wtr upon the improvement of schools and schooling; there is also

practice -based knowledge, which is based upon practitioners' own.experiences.

A variety of local or federal programs have been targeted toward the knowl-

edge levelopment activities of practitioners. These activities can produce

measurable proveren -t-r -and might- "PM)," activities t.practice and

development*

Abatever the source of new knowledge, however, any acceptable education

prod44.c must be validated by a process which involves formal_certificati8n

of impact and transportability.. Typically, the validation process involves

a quadtitative experimental or quasi-experimental evaluationproviding

* Despite the fact that the use of R&D products was a major initial object4ye
of the R&D program, considerable ambiguity exists concerning the meaning of
"R&D products". The ideas for many educational products come from ordinary
knowledge or from the experience of practitioners. This is true both for
so called "exemplary practice" and for many products produced by R&D organi-
zations. These may be excellent products, but from a "purist" perspective

they are not research and developmelproducts. Prom this perspective, to
qualify as an R&D product, the produ t design would have to tie based on the

4,
result of prior research and development or propositions in systematic theory
preferably both. Similarly if the product design was derived from a re-
search or theoretical basis, then it might be considered an "RsD product"
even though the final .development of the product lacked an.eopirical vali-

dat4on step.
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'info ation about differences in test scores between groups that did and did

not jeceive the *treatment.* These results are then reviewed by a formally

ConS tutea group such as the 0E /HIE Joint Dissemination Review Panel. Thus,

quantitatively based validation prodbdures should probably be viewed as e

type of minimal screen through which a proposed educational product must past
_ ___

before it is deemed worthy of dissemination.

If knowledge source and validation status are considered two indepen-

dent dimensions, %two-by-two matrix may be created and is shown in Figure 3:

Thin matrix illustrates the proposition, that future products may come from

RSE or'Psh efforts, but that the validation procedure must be applied to

products from either type of effort in order for a product to be acceptable.

al)ng with the development of a larger pool of products, future efforts

are elso needed to identify the product chara'steristics -that facilitate im-

plementation. For instance, interviews with project staff members and school

pets:June provided considerable anecdotal evidence regarding what makedvan at-
.

tractrve product. such products had the advantage of:

adoptiohs in recent years, which frequently
meant .that there was a proximate school which could
be visited for observational purposes;

experienced trainers, who were funded through federal

. programs such as NDU to provide both pre-implementa-
tion and follow-up service to adopting schools; and

.ell- packaged and easily available materials, usually
provided at, or under, reproduction costs.

In contrast, less attractive products were more likely to have been adopted

.ew places, to have had no experienced available trainers or to require

consultant fees for training, and in some cases to have had materials that

were not as attractively produced. Only further research can, demonstrate
a.

the LOpe.irtance of these types of characteristics in contrast to those.having

to do"with the content! of the product.

TheNeed for Clearer Definitions

A second potential lesson from the sites' experiences with products is

that clearer operational definitions need to be made in the design of a pro-

gram. Thus, we noted in Chapter / that' the RFP did not describe the minimal

validation procedure. If a product did not wale from the pool of nationally.

v411dated products, what was an RDV project to do7 Four of the seven projects

45
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Figure 3

TYPES, OF EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS BY
SOURCE AND VALIDATION STATUS

e

.

Source of Product
'

...

i

f

I

Type of
Certification

4

.

Re sea ch and _ Practice and

Develo t ..Development

(R&D) EffOT (P&D) Effort

t

[

i

i

1

.

.
Validated

Acceptable ,,,

Product

.

Acceptable
Product .

.

,

e

/(Formal Certi-.

fication of
tmpact & Trans-
portability)

r--

,
.

Not Validated

Unacceptable
Product

.

.

I

.
Unacceptable

Product

4

.
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relied on a review panel procedure.* During the review process, if data were

not available on.a certain product from some existing test, time was needed

, ,for the collection of those data. To our knowledge, the RDU progean was not

designed to allow for this time lag; and, it a site wished to adopt a non-

validated product, nci separate attempt was made to condect an empirical vali-

dation of the product's impact. Other approaches to product certification- -

including judgments of face validity by experts, or judgments ofb actual im-

pact practitioners using non-test measures--were used -too an unknown extent

in the RDU progrg.k.

other operational details were also unan icipated by the designers of the

RDU program. How large does an adequate knowl ge base need to be? How often

beNipdate6. What feedback is possibly so that site experiences can

be .incorporated into the knowledge base? These and other questions might have

been more easily resolved had there been, at the time of the design of the RDU

pr,,wira, a national knowledge base with these operat'ing experiences. Even now,

the ext,.tence of a single knowledge base 6ight reduCe the prCibtms of searching

for and documenting accessible and acceptable products that may be included in

Local k:_lowledge bases. At a national level, some economies of scale M ht be
.

a= t- saved, and greater resources might therefore be made Available for th lo-
,.

.tad screening prructs. However, a national' knowledge base alone, in

the ibstee of local knowledge bases, might also have some disadvantages. It

might .-ot be sufficiently responsive to local site needs, a concern which was'
%

Opressed ny kneRDU project staffs ahen asked about this issue. The typical

fear was that e national knowledge base which was far removed from the locus

of implementation would be unable to respond timely or fine tuned manner.

In addition, local knowledge bases would allow sites to have a e intimate

invoivement in the product selection process, with face-to-face visits fre-

quently ased to review candidate products, a national knowledge base might

not provide the same opportunities. These advantages and disadvantages would

* The product review panels, except in the case of the NRC, existed before
the RDU program. Knowledge-base staff did not submit candidate products
to the panels in order for them to be validated for their RDU projects.
Rather, for thole projects whose states had an existing validation proce-
dure kPennsylvania, The NETWORK, and Michigan), the knowledge-base staff
considered products that had already been validated by the panels as po-

tential knowledge-base products.

a
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all have to be taken into account in'the planning for any national knowledge

base.

Normal Shifts between Intent and Implementation

.A final set of explanations and implications derives from our obser -,

vation that the RDU program was designed with a purposeful tension. On

the one hand, the goal of using exist R&D products can be constrged as

a technology-oriented objective. On the other hand, the RDU progr also
.

called for sites to conduct their own needs assessments before see ing a

product, and this can be construed .asteuser-oriented objective. In reality,

these two objectives can co-exist best when adequate time--usually a moderate

period of years--is allowed for the knowledge development and needs assessment

activities to inform one another. Unmet site needs, forinstance, should lead

to the commissioning of new product development. Because the RDU program

was not a long -term program, the tension betweenspe two objective had to be

settled in other ways, and our belief is that these compromises explain the

transition from validated to nonvalidated products.; Moreover, such shifts

between intent and Implementation can occur throughout the life of A federal

program.

Federal programs intended to affect local practices may be ,aid co havb

five phases (not necessarily occurring in simple linear order).*

federal policy.develo ent

federal program dvdelopment

project design

site or service delivery development

practice implemeqtation 410;

11C

Figure 4 shows haw these phew maybe depicted with regard to the RDU pro-

gram. model suggests that implementation at one phase frequently be-

comes a major component of the set of plans or intentions at the next phase.

Intent at each phase is usually embodied in a set of goals or objectives.

As a result of either conscious or sere,piteFs choices in the implemen-

"tation of each phase, activities are set in motion that are believed to ad- ,

dress the goals that were developed. However, in most implementation efforts,
,

.1

* There is considerable literature that provides utiefla background informs-

Lion for tnis topic.P For example, see Berman, 1978; Farrar et al., 1979;
/huge and Aiken, 1970; Louis,.1980; McLaughlin and Berman, 1975; and March

and Olen, 1976. The term *slippage" was originally used by Philip D.

. Selznik (sere Corwin, forthcoming).

2
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Figure 4

FIVE PHASES IN MEE IMPLEMEITATION OP
A FEDERAL PROGRAM INTENDED TO AFFECT LOCAL PRACTICE

4

. . .

-- °POLICY DEVELOP .

PHASE
.

Intent . . Implementation
- -.. \

:. .

- Congressional legislation - Design of RDU program, pti-
.

- Federal regulations marily reflected in RFP

- - --__

,

1

T.-

.

.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT . .

..--"N.
PHASE -

. - /"... .

Iritent . Implementation

- Design of RDU program by - Design of seven project awards,

NIE, primarily reflected . ,,. based on project proposals

in RFP - Monitoring of awards
. .

, . .

, .

- . . -
.

DESIGN
, . _PROJECT DES

4 - PHASE

Intent Implementation .

- Design of individual project, - Actual project organization

based on project proposal - Actual project procedures

- NIE monitoring of award .
.

. - SITE DEVELOPMENT ). 5.

/1
PHASE ..,/ ,

.. Intent Implementation

.
.

- Actual project organization - Adoption of specific idea (R&D

- Actual project procedures ' product) for implemeRation

yRACTICEIKPLEMENTATION
s.--- .-../))

. .

PHASE

Intent Implementation
ta . .

- Adoption of specific ideau(RAD - Implementation of new practice

product) for implementation N .

.
.

1
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many choices muis begmade, both quickly and in the absence
h

sound Information, about., the oRnsequendes that the choices

meeting the objectivenwere Intended.

making under conditions of uncertainty has long been
' A

of public administration (Lindbloom, 1959; March and

This basi.

of complete and

ads for

C

henomenon of declsion

ac ledged by students

Olsen, 616; Pressman

and Wildaysky, 1973; Bailey and Mosher, 1968; Murphy, 1971). The incremen-

tal decisions made by administrators during program implementation result

in subtle but concrete changes in the programchangen that, over time,
#.

often involve substantial evdlution away from the original design and intent.

Among tee many terms used to describe this process, that of 'mutual adaptaton"

(Berman and McLagghlin, 1977) has appealed moa(broadly to educational re-

searchers and policy makers. 'This term Is, however, frequently applied with

.mpieciiIon, an4 it is .important to defint the process,of incremental change

pore concretely.

According to (1$80) there are four types of adjustment between

rte projacc-ad-intended and the "real world:" These nay be classified ac-

.cording to: *

the type of decision (planned or deliberate, versus

1'

t

unplanned or inadvertent); and

the type pf motivation for the decision (to overcome
obstacles in implementation versus the,need to correct
for inadequacies or ambiguities in program design).

A, A cross tabulation of these produces four types, which are shown in Figure 5.

Mutual adjustment'refers to'the outcomes of decisions that involve de-

liberate consideration of the changes to be made. This Plamed change will

trivolytttE some alterations in the program, and some expectatibn of changes in

the setting in which it is implemented Merman and McLaughlin, 1977). Using.

the matrix in Figure 5, we find two sub=types-of mutual. adaptation:

Revision. This occurs as the program is tested in the field, ,

and problems Of implementing it M planned are encountered.
;Decisions are then-made about how'best to approximate the
original £ntent under conditions of reality, and how to adjust
'the local setting to accept the intent.

Specification Program designs are usually skeletal, and must-

Cs.)

be fleshed out during implementation. Pblicies are Montilknuously .

developed to reflec accumulating information about how the pro-

gram operates.

O
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The outcomes of inadvertent or unplanned decision making, on the other

hand, may be better thought of as slippage. In the case of slippage,we may

find changes both in the program and the setting, but wealso find instances

in which only the program changes. Slippage may be good or4oad (although

from the rational administrative perspective, it is clearly preferable to

,cake planful decisions where possible), but it is also unavoidable as the

press of responsibilities and tote need to find rapid closure for day-to-day

. problems occurs. Ulere are two suirtypee of inad'vertant decision making:

Accomodation. Accomodation occurs due to administrative re-
sistance or demands fr= the client or other actors in the en-..4

vironment. When and where there are "exceptions to the rule,"
or wherevelecisions are made to alter riles in order to achieve
a valued goal more quickly, the program has a tendency to be
altered more than the client or environment.

Mutation% Unpredictable local interpretations of the original..+
program design ails freqUently encoyntered in the-implementation
of new programs. These usually oc6ur because the implementing

individual(s) did not fully understand what the designers wanted,
but also'°-,3ecar as a consequence of localized "insights," which
involve the generation of new goals or strategies which seem, to
the implemeetor, to add to the original design. i

The development of the design and policies governing`the use of "knowl-

edge" In the R&D Utilization program gave evidence of several types of change

througn.ukcremental decision making. The changes that occurred in the Ipoiy

and program development phases may, according to Corwins ti9ee, analysis,

beic. be classified as mutual adaptation, because they revolired primarily

around well-planned changes ln design to reflect the absence of ,nati'o'nally

develoved product pools that met the desires of NIE to .test an R&D Utiliza-

tion strategy. The ,outcomes of the process of chahge that his been docu-

mented in this report, on the other hand, can be considered to be slippage,

both through accomodation to the absence of appropriate products for the

data bases and client demands, and mutation, as several of the projects spon-

taneously converted 0 a greater emphasis upon the dissemination of improved

problem solving capabilities, as opposed to R&D.

kn the RDThrogram the "slippage" from validated to nonvelidited prod-

ucts mainly occurred at two phases of the five-phase model. During the

project design phase, the intended activity'was the development of a knowl-

edge base (or pool) of validated products. Chapier II described how this
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function was conducted by each of the seven projects and showed how this

involved accomodation in each project to ayailfble resources. At the site

development phase,. the pertinent.activity was the matching process, whereby

sites had to matcheir needs to Ole products available before making a

fine!. adoption. This acteity again led to considerable accomodation and.

was described fully in Chapter III.

See believe tliat*slippage can be attributed to the tension between the

technology- oriented and user-oriented objectives of the RDU program. In

--r...ktzriginal RIP, the technology-oriented elements of the progr,am were

domanant. Portions of the RFP clearly indicated that improvements in the

problem-solving process used by schools were also desirable, but these as-

pects Were,not as prominent as the impll;mentation of R&D products. During

implementation, the balance betWeen the technology-oriented and usec-
.

oriented elements o'f the program shifted, such .that by the tzme the RDU

. -
program had been in operation for a year-and-a-half, 1% was clear that some

projects were emphasizing .mprovement in a ,local problem-solving capacity

(user-oriented objective) over the use of R&D products as their major

accomplishment. By end of two years, there was apparent q'onsensus'among

the seven Project dir ctors on the primacy of the user-oriented objectivee.*

To summarize, the transformoion of the original intent into whew set

if Intents Is a pattern which characterizes many organizational an program

,.r.,7,cle.s. S.:eh changes, deserve rn be the focus of further resea h, espe-

federal4

1 influ-

in light of the following observa4on. Previous research o

local, implementation ** has repeatedly suggested that little benefice

ence can be exerted by federal policies at the fifth phase in our m I,

what 4e ha ye called the practiceamplementation phase.*** The outcomes of

local impl entation appear to be more a function of local conditions, such

as the 1 1 agency organization, rules'of governance,.and personnel. Fog

this reasopt the existing research has shown little, if any cross-site cor-__

relation between the availability of federal resources and local implements -4

tibn outcomes (Yin et al., 1917; Berman and McLaughlin, 1978011es, Fullan,

\Ind Taylor, 1979). Thisweak relationship has continually thwarted federal

Aft

! This conclusion is based u a observations a a meeting of the seven.

Fproject directors and seve 1 NIE staff members held in October 1978.

** 'For eRapple, see Yin at alt., 1977; L

McLaughlin, 1978; and RospnbluPand

***For a discussion of the disincentives
see Sieber, 1979.

ambright and Flynn, 1977; Berman and

Luis,_ 1979.

Of federal 'policies at this stage,

4
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agencies whose mission is to create change and thereby improve services at

the local level. Federal policies may, however, significantly influence

implementation activities at the other four phases in our model, which in

turn can constrain or enhance local ado don behavior. For those who sup-*

port the federal ageAdat.the assumption is that services might then be more

*-N'likely to change, even if moderate adaptation takes place during the fifth

phase. For those who support the local agenda, knowledge about the slip-

page and mutual adaptation process could help to alter plant at one of the

earlieF four phases. Thus, any new infoAtOion on changes betten intent

to -mplementation can potentially yield policy-relevant,recommendations for

both federal and local ageScies.

I
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Surma ry, 4.
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The R&D Utilization (RDD) program was designed by NIE:?0 improve school

practices. Such improvements were to occur, in part, as a result of the

adoption and implementation of specific R&D "products"--i.e., ideas curricu-

lum changes based on previous research and testing. Thus, the organization

of the RDU program involved the presentation, to each participating schOolr

of an array of potential products for review and selection the school

staff.

This report has described the adrlinistrative proce ereby;

information about existing products was accucdlated into
a "knowledgebase;"

the materials in the knowledge base were made available
to school sites; ,

the school sites were assisted in selectin/the product
that most suited their needs; and

specific products were finally. adopted by each school.

A major issue throughout this process had to do with the desire teliave

sch.-vls adopt only products that had been previously validated through em-
.

pirLeal testing. Thus, the intent of the RDU program was to assure some

Tuality control aver the new ideas that would be implemented within any

giver school.

In reviewing.each of the major steps in the process, this report has

-.1entlfled difficulties that were encountered ip fulfilling the program's

mandate. The analysis shows that, in spite of the 'substantial efforts made

to assure quality control, many school sites ultimately adopted products

that had not been validated for their effectiveneas or-transp ortability

through prwr testing. In fact, up to 50 or 60 percent of the final adop-

tions may have involved nonvalidated products.

The above analysis points to,a.number of implications for the,gpdiv*

Selfir

/
/

ual who must develop and manage pools of educatiOnal products. One generic

lesson is that the design and implementation of quality control procedures,
g

for dissemination should be regarded as a two - stage process. The first/

stage centers on determining which information bits, programs, or other

knowledge should be included in the pool, and the second occurs as the.cli-
\

ent decides what information bo use. A dissemination program An influence

both steps, bUt different procedures must be designed , for each stage.
.

\

1
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Second, the experiences of the RDU projects suggest that the implemen- -

tation pf strict quality control procedures is extremely difficult where the

dissemination program seeks to maximize responsiveness to client needs. The

higher the client orientation of the dissemination prograM, the more impor-

tant it is that backup screening procedures be deV-eloped for use when clients

require information that cannot be found -within the more rigorously screened-
4

pool. Without such backup proce dures, the project staff may lose all control

over quality at various crucial* stag es of its relationship with a client

school or district.

Finally, while the attention devoted to quality control was appropriate

in the RDU program, given its research focus, we believe that ongoing proj-

ects would be well. advised to utilize more flexible chteria for quality con-

trol. Thus, for example, a project might develop a three-tiered ranking sys-

tem for all of its "knowledge." Where a, need could be met through research-

based, validated products, these would be given highest priority. Sowever,

products that had been field tested Ibut not validated) and products that
.

,iimply met crater .a ok.strong fa:e randity would also be available through

,the retrieval system. There is seine evidence from her analysis in our
..,

.it,iy that quality control is =portant,* there is also evidence that many

schools might have become distDt,raged and might ave abandoned the program

IkIPimprovement effort entirely if thei had been fore: d to choose only frrm a

°limited knowledge pool..

The results also suggest several potential concerns for future educe-,

tonal policymaking. First, the existing pool of acceptable products may

not have been large enough., at the outset, to serve the varied needs of the

sites. In some curriculum areas,'such as career educattbn and other topics

outside of the basic skills, there were simply too few products from which

to Choose. A future need may therefore be the development of a larger and

broader array of R&D products to match the types of problems frequently

encountered by schools. Second, clearer operational guidance may be needed
ms

for establishing an appropriate knowledge base. Aiaong the key steps is the

implsMentation.of specific validation procedures to certify new products that

J
411

* For example, whetherfor not an adopted product has been.field tested
strongly predicts thedegree to which it affects the school mad its
pupils and staff (Louis, 1980).
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may emerge in the course of an educational change program. In e case of
41

.s
RDU, such procedures were called for and used, but the design 6f the pro-

gramsdid not allow for the time lag needed ^ accumulate new empirical

;1
evidence before a school could proceed with doption. Third,,the RDU ex-

' perience raises some general questions about the likely slippage that will

occur, from Intent to implementation, throughout 'all phases (If a federally-
.

lesigned program. Future programs should make a better attempt to antics- / ' I

'pate this slippage process.
1

Overall, these giverns in implementing school change through federil

intervention are Important not only to the RDU program but also to other

federal programs in education. The issues raised should therefore be mom-
.

pared dith the lessons learned from other federal programs, in the hope of
..)

. Improvsng the design of future programs.
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